
Remote Work Guide
For Data Science Teams

DataCamp’s tips to succeed and remain productive 
while working from home
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Getting started



Remote work 
101

Keep in mind how remote work is different

Fewer distractions can support 
concentration and focus for complex work
But adjusting to a new work environment 
can also be stressful and may shift work-life 
priorities
There’s less opportunity for spontaneous 
encounters and potential innovation

Be aware of potential mental health challenges

Burnout due to lack of work-life separation
Loneliness and “cabin fever”



Setting up your 
remote work 
environment

Connectivity

● Monitor connection speed via SpeedTest
● If VPN capacity isn’t sufficient, notify IT
● Check whether your most-used websites are 

down via isitdownrightnow.com
● Check if upgrading your internet can be 

covered as a business expense
● To preserve bandwidth, conduct as much 

work as you can in the cloud before pulling 
data down locally to your computer

https://www.speedtest.net/
https://www.isitdownrightnow.com


Tips for data science 
team managers



Set the tone

Support flexible hours

● Data scientists perform complex tasks—let 
them manage their own time and productivity

● Speak honestly about mental health at work

Create online spaces for social interactions

● On Slack: Create channels to celebrate wins 
and explore hobbies, and add the donut app for 
social pairings

● Zoom: Conduct virtual coffee breaks, lunches, 
and game nights—even playdates for your kids!



Facilitate 
communication 

and 
collaboration

Synchronous communication

● Use for conducting complex conversations, 1:1 
syncs, during emergencies, and to ensure daily 
accountability

● Tools that can be helpful: Zoom, Skype, Slack, 
Google Hangouts

Asynchronous communication

● Use for general and non-urgent updates
● Put extra effort into documenting findings and 

processes in writing, and making 
documentation discoverable for colleagues

● Tools that can be helpful: Email, Slack, Google 
Drive, GitHub, Asana, Loom, Confluence



Ensure adequate 
remote work 

accommodations

Equipment

● Does your company allow reimbursement 
for IT equipment or home office furniture?

Network speed

● Does your company allow reimbursement 

for upgrading to faster speeds?

Understand individual WFH situations

● Ensure a healthy balance of family and work 
dynamics, especially for those with children



Data security 
checklist

Understand your company’s security protocol

● Is working on public Wi-Fi allowed?
● Does your company require two-factor 

authentication (e.g., GitHub, Google, 
Microsoft, Slack)?

● Does all work need to be done behind a VPN?
● Does your company follow the principle of 

least privilege, meaning users may only access 
the data that they require?

● To prevent a breach, does your company 
require a clear trail on who accesses data and 
when it was accessed?

https://help.github.com/en/github/authenticating-to-github/configuring-two-factor-authentication
https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/185839
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/12408/microsoft-account-how-to-use-two-step-verification
https://slack.com/help/articles/204509068-Set-up-two-factor-authentication


Tips for data science 
team members



Communication 
and 

collaboration

Don’t be afraid to over-communicate 

● Use the appropriate communication tools and 
communicate often

● Make your work output visible by publishing 
reports and committing to code repositories 
regularly

● Share analyses in Python with hosted Jupyter 
notebooks

● Be clear with your asks—ensure ownership and 
timelines are aligned

● Use threads to keep written responses on topic
● Support your team with pair programming tools, 

such as remote control via Zoom

https://github.com/markusschanta/awesome-jupyter#hosted-notebook-solutions
https://github.com/markusschanta/awesome-jupyter#hosted-notebook-solutions
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362673-Request-or-Give-Remote-Control


Hone your data 
storytelling 

skills

Create compelling reports to communicate findings

● Data storytelling is a crucial skill—you should be 
able to translate your data’s journey and impact 
to business stakeholders

● Data storytelling involves a combination of text, 
images, data analysis, code, and graphs—the 
best way to create this type of documentation is 
with notebooks like Jupyter or R Markdown

● Don’t make assumptions—provide context 

when needed
● Be concise, use easily understood language, and 

stick to your key points
● Adhere to best practices by having peers review 

written data science reports



Maintain a 
healthy 

work-life 
balance

Set a routine and stick to regular work hours

● Create a daily schedule for working hours
● Break up your day with timeboxing or Pomodoro
● Turn off Slack notifications outside of work hours

Take necessary breaks 

● Remember to make your well-being a priority
● Set aside designated times to check the news

Set rules for your family or roommates

● Try to minimize disruptions while tending to 
family needs, especially young children

Keep your workstation separate 

● Even if you don’t have a private home office, try to 
keep some physical separation

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeboxing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pomodoro_Technique


Career 
development 

and continuous 
learning

Don’t let working from home limit your 

opportunities for learning

● Use DataCamp to keep your skills sharp in 
Python, R, SQL, Scala, and more and learn with 
your team

● Leverage DataCamp Signal for personalized 
content recommendations and to track progress

● Apply your newly acquired skills using 
real-world data with projects

http://datacamp.com/groups/business
https://www.datacamp.com/signal/
https://www.datacamp.com/projects
http://datacamp.com/groups/business


Helping data-driven 
organizations build tailored 
learning programs

https://datacamp.com/groups/business

